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ABSTRACT
A new derivation and interpretation of the semigeostrophic (SG) material invariant in the theory of
geophysical flows is introduced. First, a generalized three-dimensional equation of the SG dynamics is
established and the generalized equations for the rate of change of vorticity and for the rate of change of
the velocity gradient cofactor tensor are obtained. Next, a conservation equation for the vorticity–velocity
gradient cofactor tensor (denoted ˜) is derived. The specific potential ˜, that is, ˜ in the reference
configuration per unit of mass, is defined and an expression for its rate of change is obtained. The SG
invariant is interpreted as the vertical component of the specific potential ˜. Under the SG assumptions
(advection of the geostrophic velocity, hydrostatic, and f-plane approximations) this vertical component is
materially conserved in the SG flow. The generalized SG invariant (i.e., the specific potential ˜) differs
conceptually from the Beltrami–Rossby–Ertel specific potential vorticity. Its conservation in the SG flow
seems to be highly dependent on the SG assumptions, especially on the f-plane approximation and on the
horizontal nature of the geostrophic velocity.
1. Introduction
In the semigeostrophic (SG) theory of geophysical
flows (Eliassen 1949; Fjortoft 1962; Hoskins 1975;
Hoskins and Draghici 1977) the horizontal acceleration
relative to the rotating frame is replaced by the rate of
change of the horizontal geostrophic velocity. Under
the hydrostatic and f-plane approximations the SG flow
has a scalar material invariant (Hoskins 1975) com-
monly referred to as the SG potential vorticity (PV).
The name SG PV was chosen due to its similarity to
Rossby–Ertel PV (Rossby 1940; Ertel 1942; Schröder
1991), also known as Beltrami’s material vorticity (Bel-
trami 1871; Casey and Naghdi 1991; Viúdez 2001). Re-
cently Bridges et al. (2005) provided, in the language of
differential forms (coordinate free), the relationship
between the SG PV and the symplectic form of the
Hamiltonian system for the SG shallow-water dynam-
ics. Also recently, Ehrendorfer (2004) achieved a new
vector derivation of the SG invariant that depends on
the SG assumptions, that is, using the geostrophic ve-
locity and adopting the hydrostatic and f-plane approxi-
mations. However, the precise mathematical meaning
of the SG invariant seems to remain unclear, in part
because a generalized (independent of the SG assump-
tions) and coordinate-independent derivation and in-
terpretation is apparently missing. The aim of this work
is to provide such a generalized derivation and inter-
pretation of the SG invariant.
First, a generalized three-dimensional equation of
the SG dynamics is introduced and the equations for
the rate of change of vorticity and for the rate of change
of the velocity gradient cofactor tensor are derived
(section 2a). Secondly, an equation for the rate of
change of the vorticity–velocity gradient cofactor ten-
sor (denoted ˜) is obtained. The specific potential ˜,
that is, ˜ in the reference configuration per unit of
mass, is defined and an expression for its rate of change
is derived (section 2b). Section 2c shows that the SG
invariant is the vertical component of the specific po-
tential ˜, and that this vertical component is conserved
in the SG flow under the SG assumptions. Finally, sec-
tion 3 provides useful mathematical identities and al-
ternative derivations of the main equations given in
section 2, and addresses the role of the geostrophic
coordinates in the derivation of the SG invariant.
2. The generalized SG invariant
a. Basic equations
First, we consider the following generalized three-
dimensional equation of the SG dynamics:
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du˜
dt
 p  u  . 1
The material rate of change of any quantity  in the SG
flow is expressed as d/dt  ˙  /t  u · , where
u  (u, 	, w) is the SG velocity and  is the three-
dimensional gradient operator. Components of vectors
always refer here to a Cartesian coordinate system. The
physical meaning of the vector u˜  (u˜, 	˜, w˜), having
physical dimensions of velocity, is, at this stage, left
arbitrary. In the SG theory the horizontal vector u˜h is
the geostrophic velocity ugh, defined as a rotation of the
horizontal pressure (geopotential) gradient. This geo-
strophic definition will be adopted later in section 2c.
The planetary vorticity p  (
p, p, p)  2, with 
the planetary angular velocity, is a constant vector. At
this stage there is no need to assume a particular coor-
dinate system nor that the scalar components of p are
constant (as in the f-plane approximation). Vector  
(, ,  ) is a generic force vector (per unit of mass), left
also undefined.
It is assumed that the SG flow conserves mass,
˙   · u  0, 2
where  is the mass density. Therefore the fluid may be
compressible. The existence of a scalar quantity , later
associated with some material invariant (specific en-
tropy or potential temperature) is also assumed. From
the basic equation of the generalized SG dynamics (1),
mass conservation (2), and the existence of  we derive
below the equations for the rate of change of the vor-
ticity–velocity gradient cofactor tensor ˜ and the rate
of change of the specific potential ˜.
b. The rate of change of the vorticity–velocity
gradient cofactor tensor
1) RATE OF CHANGE OF THE VORTICITY ˜
From the curl of (1) we obtain first the rate of change
of the vorticity of u˜, denoted ˜    u˜ (appendix A):
d˜
dt
 ˜  p · u  uT · ˜  p  u˜ ˙ u
   . 3
The first, second, and last terms on the rhs above are
the analogous divergence, twisting, and curl terms of
the usual vorticity equation. The reason for writing the
twisting term as uT · (˜  p), where superscript T
means the transpose, instead of (˜  p) · u will be-
come apparent later.
The new term is u˜ ˙ u. Given two tensors of
second rank A  Aijeiej and B  Bmnemen (Gibbsian
dyadic notation for tensors is used and summation con-
vention for repeated subindices is assumed) the cross–
dot product of tensors A and B is the vector
A ˙ B  AijBmnei  emej · en  AijBmjei  ej. 4
In Cartesian coordinates,
u˜ ˙ u  u˜i  ui  Jiu˜, uei. 5
This term involves the cross products of the gradients of
the components along equal directions. Clearly, A ˙ B
 B ˙ A, so that A ˙ A  0. Thus, when u˜  u we
have u˜ ˙ u  0, ˜      u, ˜  p is the
absolute vorticity, and (3) reduces to the usual vorticity
equation.
2) RATE OF CHANGE OF THE COFACTOR
TENSOR u˜
The cofactor tensor A is defined so that A · AT 
AT · A  I det(A), where I is the identity tensor I  ii 
jj  kk. Coordinate expressions for the cofactor of the
gradient of a vector are given in appendix B. The rate
of change of the cofactor of u˜ is obtained from (1),
du˜
dt
 u˜  · u  uT · u˜  u˜ ˙ up  ˜ · u
  
 u˜. 6
The proof of this expression, and of other tensor iden-
tities involving cofactors, is postponed to the next sec-
tion. The first and second terms in the rhs are the di-
vergence and tilting cofactor terms similar to those in
the vorticity equation (3). The third and fourth terms
include the dependence with the planetary vorticity p.
The third term, u˜ ˙ up, is identical to the ten-
sor product of the third term in the vorticity Eq. (3)
with p, but with the opposite sign. In the fourth term,
we have introduced ˜, the skew-symmetric tensor as-
sociated to the vector ˜, where ˜  u˜ · p:
˜  I  u˜ · p  I  ˜. 7
Thus ˜ · a  ˜  a, which implies that the fourth term
in (6) may be written also as
˜ · u  ˜  u  u˜ · p  u. 8
The last term in (6) expresses the dependence with the
forcing , and in Cartesian coordinates (appendix C) is
 
 u˜  i  u˜jei  ej  ei  ej,i  u˜,j, 9
where the comma–subindex notation indicates the par-
tial derivative (,1, ,2, ,3)  (,x, ,y, ,z)  (/x,
/y, /z). This term involves the cross products of
the gradients of the components of  and u˜ along dif-
ferent directions.
Using the identity
A  a  B  B · a  A  A ˙ Ba, 10
for any vector a, the terms involving p in (6) may be
combined into
u  p 
 u˜  u˜ · p  u  u˜ ˙ u p.
11
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Therefore, (6) may be also expressed as
du˜
dt
 u˜  · u  uT · u˜  u  p   
 u˜.
12
3) RATE OF CHANGE OF THE VORTICITY–
VELOCITY GRADIENT COFACTOR TENSOR ˜
The vorticity–velocity gradient cofactor tensor is de-
fined as
˜  u˜  ˜  pp. 13
Taking the tensor product of (3) with p and then add-
ing it to (6), the term u˜ ˙ up in both equations
cancel. This results in the equation for the rate of
change of ˜,
d˜
dt
 ˜ · u  uT · ˜  F, 14
where the forcing tensor
F  ˜ · u   
 u˜    p. 15
4) RATE OF CHANGE OF THE SPECIFIC
POTENTIAL ˜:ϒ˜
Let the specific potential ˜ (i.e., the specific potential
vorticity–velocity gradient cofactor) be defined as the
vector
ϒ˜   · ˜, 16
where   1 is the specific volume so that ϒ˜ is an
specific quantity (per unit of mass). The potential ˜
density, that is, ˜ per unit of volume, may be defined
as ˆ˜ϒ   · ˜. The name potential is justified since ϒ˜
can be defined in a more general form as a tensor if
three, instead of only one, material invariants X  (X,
Y, Z) are assumed to exist. In this case we may use X
as the material coordinates so that the tensor JX · ˜,
with J1  det(X) satisfying J˙  J · u, is a Piola
transformation (see, e.g., Šilhavý 1997, p. 62). The ten-
sor JX · ˜, if materially conserved, represents the
value of ˜ per unit of material volume, in the reference
(e.g., initial) configuration. This three-dimensional gen-
eralization is identical to the case of PV (Viúdez 2001)
and is not repeated here.
Using the identity for the rate of change of ,
d
dt
 ˙   · uT, 17
and the mass conservation (2) in terms of ,
˙   · u, 18
the rate of change of ϒ is
dϒ˜
dt
  · F  ˙ · ˜. 19
Except for the use of the conservation of mass, Eq. (19)
is a general mathematical identity since the vectors u˜
and ˜ and the scalar  have not been defined. It is
therefore independent of the SG assumptions, that is,
independent of the definition of u˜ as the geostrophic
velocity and independent of the hydrostatic and f-plane
approximations. An analogous result can be obtained if
instead of the cofactor u the transpose cofactor (or
adjoint) u
T
is used (appendix D).
Because of the identity  · a  0 for any vector a,
the potential ˜ density may be also expressed in diver-
gence form as
ϒˆ˜   · ˜. 20
This implies that the rate of change of ϒ˜ (19) may be
also expressed in different but equivalent forms using
the divergence of tensors. This property is also common
to the rate of change of PV [Viúdez 1999, his Eq. (23)].
In the next section we adopt the SG assumptions and
show that these assumptions imply the conservation of
the vertical component of ϒ˜ in the SG flow.
c. The rate of change of the vertical component of
the geostrophic specific potential vorticity–
velocity gradient cofactor tensor in the f-plane
SG theory
The f-plane hydrostatic SG theory assumes that
  0p  0gk, 21
p  pk  f0k, 22
u˜h  uh
g  0f0 k  hp, 23
k · u˜  w˜  wg  0, 24
˙  0. 25
Equation (21) introduces the pressure gradient term,
where 0  
1
0 is a constant specific volume, and gk is
the acceleration due to gravity. In the f-plane geometry
in Cartesian coordinates we adopt relation (22) where
f0 is the constant Coriolis parameter, and the northward
planetary vorticity p is ignored. Equations (23) and
(24) are the definitions of the horizontal and vertical
components of the geostrophic velocity, respectively.
The vertical component of the dynamical equation (1)
is therefore the hydrostatic relation. The symbols for
density  and constant specific volume 0 are used in-
stead of potential temperature to make these results
valid also in oceanic applications. Finally, (25) assumes
that  (the specific entropy, the potential temperature,
or the density depending on the atmospheric or oceanic
application) is materially conserved.
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The conditions (21)–(25) above imply that
u˜ · k  ug · k  ug  	g, 26
˜  g  
g, g, g  	z
g, uz
g, 	x
g  uy
g, 27
˜  g  ug  	g  f0
g  f0kk  
gk,
28
ϒ˜  ϒg   · gk. 29
Equation (26) expresses the vertical component of the
cofactor of the geostrophic velocity gradient in terms of
the three-dimensional gradients of the horizontal geo-
strophic components (Viúdez and Dritschel 2004),
which is equivalent (appendix B) to the original form
(Hoskins 1975) in terms of Jacobians:
Jyzu
g, 	gi  Jzxu
g, 	gj  Jxyu
g, 	gk.
Expression (27) is the geostrophic vorticity in Cartesian
coordinates, and (28) states that, in the SG theory, the
geostrophic vorticity–velocity gradient cofactor tensor
has only one vertical vector component, denoted here
as g. Finally, (29) states that, in the SG theory, the
geostrophic vector ϒg has only one scalar component,
g · .
The SG conditions (21)–(25) imply also that the 
component of the forcing tensor F (15) is null since
˜  u˜ · p  wgf0  0, 30
 
 u˜ · k    	˜    u˜
 0px  	
g  py  u
g  0,
31
 ·     0g · k    0. 32
Equation (30) is a consequence of the f-plane approxi-
mation and the horizontal nature of the geostrophic
velocity. Result (31) is due to the definition of geo-
strophic velocity as the rotation of the horizontal pres-
sure gradient, and (32) is due to the solenoidal property
of the pressure gradient term and to the fact that  is
equal or proportional to  [or that   f()]. Therefore
the vertical component of the specific potential geo-
strophic vorticity–velocity gradient cofactor,
ϒg  ϒg · k   · g, 33
is conserved under the SG assumptions,
dϒg
dt
 0, 34
which is the scalar conservation equation of the SG
flow (the SG PV equation).
3. Tensor derivations of (6) and (14): The use of
geostrophic coordinates
This section provides a direct-tensor derivation of (6)
and an alternative proof of (14). First, we supply some
mathematical identities related to the rate of change of
the gradient cofactor tensor.
a. Mathematical identities related to the rate of
change of the gradient cofactor tensor
For any vector uˆ, and using property (C4), the rela-
tion between the rates of change of uˆ and uˆ follows,
d
dt
uˆ   ddt uˆ  uˆ. 35
The first term in the rhs above is decomposed using the
identify that commutes operators d/dt and ,
d
dt
uˆ  u˙ˆ  u · uˆ. 36
The following decomposition for a second rank ten-
sor A,
A  I  trAI  AT, 37
and the identity (appendix C)
A · B  B  A  I · B, 38
imply that
A · B  B  trAB  AT · B. 39
Therefore,
u · uˆ 
 uˆ   · uuˆ  uT · uˆ, 40
and the identity relating the rate of change of the co-
factor of uˆ with the gradient of the rate of change of
uˆ follows from (35):
d
dt
uˆ  uˆ · u  uT · uˆ  u˙ˆ 
 uˆ. 41
This identity is used in the next two subsections for
particular choices of uˆ.
b. Derivation of (6)
The rate of change of u˜ may be first obtained set-
ting
uˆ  u˜, 42
so that the equation of motion is
u˙ˆ  p  u  . 43
Using p  u  u  p, Eq. (12), and hence (6),
follows directly from (41).
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c. An alternative derivation of (14)
Here we set
uˆ  u˜  p  r 44
so that the equation of motion is
u˙ˆ  . 45
Above, r is the position vector of the fluid particle in
the SG flow: r˙  u. The gradient of uˆ is
uˆ  u˜  Wp, 46
where Wp is the skew-symmetric tensor associated with
the planetary vorticity vector p,
Wp  p  r  I  p
 pk ∧ j  pi ∧ k  pj ∧ i, 47
so that, for any vector a,
Wp · a  p  a. 48
Above ei ∧ ej  eiej  ejei is the outer (exterior) prod-
uct of vectors ei and ej. The relation between the co-
factors of uˆ and u˜ may be obtained from relation
(C1) and Wp  pp, yielding
uˆ  u˜  pp  u˜ 
 Wp. 49
The term u˜  Wp above is decomposed using the iden-
tity
u˜ 
 Wp  ˜I  I  u˜ · p, 50
so that
uˆ  u˜  ˜  pp  I  u˜ · p  ˜  ˜.
51
From the identity (41) it follows that
˙˜  ˙˜  ˜  ˜ · u  uT · ˜  ˜  

 u˜  Wp. 52
The rate of change of ˜ is obtained using
d
dt
u˜  u · u˜  p  u  , 53
which yields
d˜
dt
 I   ddt ˜  I  u · ˜  I   · p,
54
where the term  (p  u) · p  (u  p) · p 
0 has been canceled. The last term I  ( · p) rep-
resents the skew-symmetric tensor associated to the
vector ( · p). Using the identity (85) (see appendix
E) it follows that the first term on the rhs of (54)
I  u · ˜   · u  uT · ˜  ˜ · u, 55
so that we may finally express
˙˜   · u  uT · ˜  ˜ · u  I   · p. 56
Using the same identity applied in (50) it follows that
 
 u˜  Wp    u˜    p
 I   · p, 57
so that the term I   · p cancels when d˜/dt in (52)
is given by (54), and (14) is obtained.
d. Relation to the geostrophic coordinates
Relation (51) provides an alternative interpretation
of the SG invariant. Since under the SG assumptions on
the f plane
  g  f0w
g  0, ˜  g  I  g  0, 58
it follows that
g  uˆg, 59
where uˆg  ugh  f0k  r, defined by (44) for the geo-
strophic flow, is an horizontal vector. Therefore the SG
invariant may be alternatively interpreted as the scalar
product of  with the cofactor of the gradient of u˜ 
p  r under the SG assumptions. In this case u˜  ug,
h  
p  ugh with 
p  f0k, and the horizontal com-
ponent of (45) becomes
d
dt
f0rh
g  rh  k  uh
g  0, 60
where rgh is defined so that
drh
g
dt
 uh
g. 61
Expression (60) may be integrated yielding
f0rh
g  f0rh  k  uh
g, 62
so that in Cartesian coordinates rgh(x, t)  (x
g(x, t), yg(x,
t))  (x  	g(x, t)/f0, y  u
g(x, t)/f0) are the geostrophic
coordinates (Yudin 1955). The gradient of f0r
g
h is
f0rh
g  f0Ih  uhg  k. 63
Since
f0Ih  f 02kk  f0 f0, 64
uh
g  k  uh
g  ug  	gk, 65
Ih  uhg  k  gf0, 66
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where the geostrophic vorticity g    ugh, the co-
factor
f0rh
g   f0  
gf0  uh
g. 67
The nonzero terms of the above expression are con-
tained in the vector
f 0
2rh
g · k   f0  
gf0  uh
g · k  g · k  g. 68
The vertical component of the equation above is usu-
ally written in Cartesian components as
Jxyx
g, yg  f 0
1 f0  

g  f 0
2Jxyu
g, 	g, 69
that is, in terms of the Jacobian Jxy{x
g, yg} of the geo-
strophic coordinates (xg, yg).
4. Concluding remarks
This paper has introduced a new derivation and in-
terpretation of the generalized SG material invariant in
the theory of geophysical flows. The SG invariant is
interpreted as the scalar vertical component of the spe-
cific potential vorticity–velocity gradient cofactor ten-
sor. Under the SG assumptions (advection of the geo-
strophic velocity, hydrostatic, and f-plane approxima-
tions) this vertical component is materially conserved in
the SG flow. The generalized SG invariant differs con-
ceptually from the Beltrami–Rossby–Ertel specific po-
tential vorticity.
The results obtained here address some of the ques-
tions recently collected by White (2002, section 9.4)
relative to the SG theory, namely, “Can a version of SG
having a more satisfactory definition of SG [where SG
 f0  
g  f10 Jxy{u
g, 	g}  f10 
g · k in the notation
used here] be derived?” (McIntyre and Roulstone
2002), and “Can SG be extended to the case of variable
Coriolis parameter?” (Shutts 1980; Magnusdottir and
Schubert 1991). In particular, the cancellation of the
term u˜ ˙ up in the derivation of the rate of change
of the specific potential ˜, involves a whole tensor
quantity and is therefore independent of the coordinate
system. Thus, this cancellation takes place also in
spherical coordinates and includes the beta term, or
variable Coriolis parameter, since the beta term in the
vorticity equation is the term involving the northward
component of the planetary vorticity p (Viúdez 2003).
However, this is not the case of the source term in-
volving the planetary vorticity in the equation for the
rate of change of ϒ˜, that is,  · (u˜ · p)  u. This
term becomes zero because the northward planetary
vorticity is neglected in the f-plane approximation, and
the SG dynamics advects the horizontal geostrophic ve-
locity, so that ug · p  0. This is not, in general, the
case in spherical geometry or for three-dimensional
flows u˜. Thus, the material conservation of the SG in-
variant seems to be highly dependent on the SG as-
sumptions, especially on the f-plane approximation and
on the horizontal nature of the geostrophic velocity.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of (3)
Equation (3) may be derived in Cartesian compo-
nents. The ei component of the curl of the identity du˜/dt
 u˜˙ may be expressed as
d
˜idt   
˜i · u  ˜ · ui  Jiu˜, u  ei ·   u˙˜,
i  1, · · · , 3 A1
where the Jacobians (J1, J2, J3)  (Jyz, Jzx, Jxy), and
Jxy{u˜, u}  u˜,x · u,y  u˜,y · u˜,x, etc. Since
u˙˜ ˙ u  Jiu˜, uei, A2
and using the identity
  p  u  p · u  p · u, A3
Equation (3) is derived.
APPENDIX B
The Vector Gradient Cofactor Tensor
A vector u  (u, 	, w) satisfies the identities
u  	  wi  w  uj  u  	k
 iu,y  u,z  ju,z  u,x  ku,x  u,y
 
Jyz	, wii  Jyzw, uij  Jyzu, 	ik
 Jzx	, wji  Jzxw, ujj  Jzxu, 	jk
 Jxy	, wki  Jxyw, ukj  Jxyu, 	kk
 ,
where the Jacobians Jyz{a, b}  a,yb,z  a,zb,y, etc. The
determinant of the gradient tensor
detu  u · 	  w  u,x · u,y  u,z. B1
APPENDIX C
Tensor A  B
Second rank tensors A and B satisfy the identity in-
volving cofactors
A  B  A  B  A  B. C1
In Cartesian coordinates
A  B  AijBmneiej  emen
 AijBmnei  emej  en. C2
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The double cross vector product symbol  and the
cross–dot product symbol (˙) are here chosen in anal-
ogy to the double dot scalar product symbol (:) defined as
A:B  AijBmneiej:emen  AijBmnei · emej · en
 AijBij. C3
Since cA  c2A for any constant c it follows from (C1)
that
A 
1
2
A  A. C4
For any vectors a  aiei and b  biei it follows that
a 
 b  ai  bjei  ej  ei  eja,i  b,j. C5
Relation (38) can be proved using (C1) and the prop-
erty A · B  A · B,
A · B  B  A · B  B 	 A · B  B
 A  I · B  A · B  B
 A  I  A  I) · B  A  I · B
 A  I · B. C6
APPENDIX D
The Transpose Cofactor Tensor u˜
T
The rate of change of the transpose cofactor (or ad-
joint) of u˜ is obtained from the transpose of Eq. (6),
resulting in
du˜
T
dt
 u˜
T
 · u  u˜
T
· u  pu˜ ˙ u
 uT˙˜  T 
 u˜T. D1
The rate of change of ˜T  u˜
T
 p(˜  p) is
obtained adding to (D1) the vorticity Eq. (3) (tensor
product with p to cancel the term pu˜ ˙ u), re-
sulting in
d˜T
dt
 ˜T · u  ˜T · u  FT, D2
where the transpose forcing tensor is
FT  uT · ˜  T  u˜T  p  . D3
Since ϒ˜  ˜T · , we may express (19) in terms of
u˜
T
as
dϒ˜
dt
 FT ·   ˜T · ˙. D4
The adjoint tensor AT satisfies the relation AT · A 
A · AT  det(A)I. If det(A)  0 then the inverse tensor
A1 exists, A1  AT/det(A). The existence of the in-
verse tensor (u˜)1 is not however assumed in this
work since in the case of the geostrophic velocity w˜ 
wg  0, which implies that det(u˜)  0.
APPENDIX E
Proof of (55)
Let A be second rank tensor, and V and A	 be the
skew-symmetric tensors related to the vectors v and
A · v, that is, V  I  v and A	  I  (A · v), respec-
tively. It follows that
A	  trAV  V · AT  V · A, E1
where the three terms above are clearly skew symmet-
ric. Since VT  V and rearranging,
V · A  trAI  AT · V  A	. E2
Using (50) it follows that
V · A  A  I · V  A	. E3
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